
Studying LLB Law at City 

This Online Chat session is for applicants interested in studying our LLB Law course. 

The session will be run by current students and an academic, giving you the 

opportunity to ask questions about your chosen course and life at City, University of 

London. As this is a typed chat group session, you will be able to see the answers to 

questions asked by other applicants. 
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Hi everyone! Thank you for joining us for today's on line session. This session is for applicants to City's LLB course and 

will run from 11:00 -12:00. This is an open chat session for you to ask any questions you have regarding these courses 

and life at City, University of London. During the session you may also share videos, polls or documents relating to you 

course. 

To ask a question, please type it in the chat box. Your question will not post straight away- it will be sent to our 

Moderators who will type an answer back. Once their answer is complete, it will be published with you question. 

What is it like studying Law at City? 

• I enjoy the course a lot, but is there any specific part you wanted to know about? 

What kind of courses do you cover in law, are you able to select the type of topics you would like to study, and also 

How long is the Course? 

Hi Jamaima, in first year we study, Public, Criminal, Contract, Applied Legal Writing, Debates in the English 

Legal System, Tort , Administrative and Human Rights Law. The course for Law LLB is three years long. 

Hi. I'm interested in the human rights pathway and was wondering if City has any connections with NGOs? 

Hi, welcome. We don't have specific links to NGOs but we do offer micro placements to our Law students so 

you could pursue a placement with an NGO which our Careers department can help with. We also host careers 

events where we have often have guest speakers who work within the field of human rights. You also have the 

option to specialise in Human rights with our LLB Law with Human Rights pathway. 

Hi, I already have recieved my offer from the university, what I wanted to ask was as I'm about to start my 

preparations for the university what will be the basic knowledge I need to know about the course as for sure I have 

never yet studied anything about law prior to university. I am a business student so needed to know any basic 

material, book or thing I should refer to before starting the course? 

Hi, thanks for question and congratulations on your offer - we look forward to welcoming you! There really are 

no preparational requirements for studying law at university. I too had never studied law prior to my 

undergraduate degree! In your first year at City we will take you through all of the materials and skills you need 

to succeed. However, if you are interested in doing some background reading purely for interest, I'd 

recommend 'The Rule of Law' by Lord Bingham, or 'What About Law' by Barnard, O'Sullivan, and Virgo. 



• What kind of courses do you cover in law, are you able to select the type of topics you would like to study, and also 

How long is the Course? 

When you get into second year and third year you have the option to choose what subjects you want to take. This 

term I'm taking further issues in criminal law, public international law, intellectual property law and further issues in 

tort law. 

Does the university have a Law Society? 

Hi, City does have a Law Society which offers a number of events throughout the year including a Ball. There 

are also other societies at the Student Union which are associated, such as the Pro Bono Society, Animal Law 

Society and Canadian & American Law Society. 

Thank you!, Im also interested into doing Property Law. I was wondering during your time studying Law does the 

university send you to any firms to gain experience or is it the students duty to find a firm? 

• Property Law is a mandatory course you do in second year and I found it really interesting, the cases are 

entertaining and the lecturer is very engaging. It is mostly up to the student to find work experience but the 

university has plenty of resources to help like the micro placement program and CV and interview help from the 

careers centre. 

Thank you doctor! Moreover I wanted to ask that I'm interested more into corporate law, though the topics already 

told in the chat by a fellow doesn't has it. So is it a part of LLB (hons)? And in which Year will we be able to study this 

one 

Hi. One of our greatest strengths on the City LLB is the variety of corporate and commercial law modules that 

our students are able to select in their second and third year, many of which are only usually offered by other 

universities at postgraduate level. So for instance I run the competition law module {business mergers, 

anticompetitive agreements, market dominance), but there are also modules in: business organisations and 

private company law; domestic banking law; free movement of goods, persons, and services in the internal 

market; foundations and further issues in commercial law; law relating to public companies; international 

banking law; commercial property law; international commercial arbitration ... and the list goes on! 

Or just any work experience in general ? 
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While the emphasis is on the student to source work placements they can gain advice and help from careers 

centre and academics. Also, placement opportunities are circulated to students via email. 

Do we deal with any real life cases in our course? 

Most of the cases you will use during lectures are actual cases but there are made up scenarios used in exams 

and classes such as applied legal writing, which focuses on how to answer these questions 



how many law graduates get jobs or training at top law firms around london, such as clifford and chance and many 

others? 
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Almost 90% of all graduates are in work or further study 6 months after their course. However, it is difficult to 

give exact figures where these graduates are as it can change year on year. 

• 

how many law graduates get jobs or training at top law firms around london, such as clifford and chance and many 

others? 

Hi, many of our students go on to further study to become fully qualified as a barrister or solicitor. Many 

students have been successful in gaining training contracts with Clifford Chance. You will have the opportunity to 

meet and network with the London firms at our annual law fair and careers talks. 

how did you guys find the course, im guessing you are students or graduates, overall were you satisfied with the 

course? 

I'm currently in my first year, but overall I am happy with the course as it offers a wide variety of modules 

introducing you to Law. City University also offers a multitude of events to provide an insight into Law, for 

example these include meeting with firms at careers fairs, as well as talks on subjects such as commercial 

awareness. 

what did you like and dislike most about the course? 

I really like how the course is set up in fifteen credit modules rather than thirty credit ones because it keeps 

things interesting and I also enjoy the variety of modules we have to choose from. For example my commercial 

awareness module which let me gain an insight into the use of law in the business world. One downside is the 

amount of reading but this comes with the course so I have no complaints. 

Do any students work abroad for this course? 

Hi. We have arrangements with universities around the world allowing our LLB students to spend a term of 

their degree elsewhere. We have links with various universities in countries such as Australia, France, Germany, 

Italy, the Netherlands, Singapore, Spain, and Turkey. A number of their students each year also come to study 

with us in London . 

My next question is to the already studying students. They might have interacted those like me who will be coming to a 

vibrant city like London from overseas. So being overseas I might have some troubles like language skills and settling 

in the City .... so my real question is that how the student clubs and societies accommodate us so that we don't feel like 

coming as outsiders 

During your first few weeks at City there's loads of events by students union which allow you to meet with 

other students like speed meet and greets, parties, freshers fair and other events by the different societies. 

There are loads of societies for different interests and you will definitely find like minded people to talk to. You 

can also apply for a city buddy who will be a kind of mentor to you throughout the year. 



do the universities abroad also teach in english? 

Hi Adam - our partner institutions outside the UK that I mentioned above provide courses that are taught in 

English. 

How is the ethnic diversity in the Law School? 
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The Law School is very reflective of London in that it has staff and students from all different backgrounds and 

from all over the world. 
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and do you get 2 degrees one from city university and one from abroad? 

You would still only get one degree from City, though your time at our partner institutions would show on your 

academic transcript and would be a great experience to discuss in any future job applications. 

which university in turkey do you work with? 

It is Koi; University in Istanbul. 

This session has now ended. Thank you so much for joining us today. If you have any further questions, please email 

ugenquiries@city.ac.uk. 




